
Museo Nazionale Romano
reopens its four locations with
a special protocol to guarantee
a visit in the safest conditions!

During this first phase
of reopening, visits will
be organised in accordance
with the following
indications.

Let’s guarantee all together
everyone’s safety!

Let’s start
again together!



Visitors can access the museum only in the hour 
indicated on the ticket. Visitors must be equipped 
with a mask covering the nose and the mouth.

Immediately before entering the museum, infrared 
devices will measure the body temperature. The 
control is mandatory upon access.

In case of detection of a body temperature above 
37.5 °, visitors cannot proceed with the visit
and must immediately return to their home with
the obligation to notify the general practitioner 
(GP).

Visitors are kindly requested to provide personal 
data (name, surname, telephone number) which 
will be communicated to the health autorities.

The ticket will not be refunded.
Once the temperature is measured, the visitors
will pass the ticket check.

Before the visit:
access to the museum

let’s start
again together



In each of the four museums there will be panels 
and signage with information in compliance with
health regulations indicating the correct behavior
to be followed during the visit.

The mask must be worn for the entire duration
of the visit.

It is mandatory to disinfect the hands with the gel 
made available by the Museum.

It is mandatory to maintain the interpersonal safety 
distance of 1,5 meters, except for families.

It is mandatory to avoid gatherings between 
visitors.

It is mandatory to comply with the instructions
of the surveillance staff who will verify compliance 
with all regulations.

let’s start
again together

During the visit

1,5 m



All the visiting paths are “one-way”, in order to avoid
that visitors cross each other’s way as much as possible.

PALAZZO ALTEMPS
First floor of the Palace including the visit
to the exhibition “de Pisis”

PALAZZO MASSIMO
Ground and second floor

TERME DI DIOCLEZIANO
Great Halls of the Baths (8th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 11th bis)
Natatio (Pool of the Baths)
Michelangiolesque Cloister
Small Cloister
Rooms 1, 2, 3 of the Museum of Written Communications
of the Romans
Garden of the Five Hundreds

CRYPTA BALBI 
Ground floor

Before the visit, the visitor can download from the website
of Museo Nazionale Romano the maps of the four museums
with the visiting paths: www.museonazionaleromano.beniculturali.it

In the each of the four museums there will also be panels
and signage with indications relating to the visiting path.

Visiting paths
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GROUPS
Group visits, with or without guide, are allowed up to
a maximum of 14 participants, including the guide.
During the visit it is mandatory the use of own protective 
devices (masks to protect the mouth and nose that must 
be worn during the entire visit, also by the guide)
and the respect of the safety distance.
In the case of heterogeneous groups, accompanied
by a guide, the latter must enforce the safety distance
within the group.

AUDIOGUIDES, VIRTUAL REALITY DEVICES 
The rental of audioguides, virtual reality devices
with keyboards and viewers is suspended.

WARDROBE AND LOCKERS
The cloakroom service is suspended. It is possible
to use the bag lockers that will be sanitized after each 
visiting slot.

ELEVATORS
Elevators can be used by one person with reduced
mobility who may be eventually accompanied by one
other person at a time.

TOILET
Toilet access will be regulated in order to provide
social distancing (1,50 meters). 

let’s start
again together



www.museonazionaleromano.beniculturali.it

Museo Nazionale Romano

Via Sant’Apollinare, 8

00186 Roma

Palazzo Altemps

Piazza Sant’Apollinare, 46

Palazzo Massimo

Largo di Villa Peretti, 1

Crypta Balbi

Via delle Botteghe Oscure, 31

Terme di Diocleziano

Via Enico de Nicola, 78


